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POLAR ANALYSIS OF BEAM-COLUMNS FOR AIRCRAFT 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of members carrying a combination of 

lateral and axial loads* j a problem of frequent occur- 

rence in aircraft structural design. A number of methods, 

both analytical and graphical, are available for the sol- 

utlon of this problem. It is not the purpose of this 
paper to compare the merits of existing methods, but it 
may safely be said that the analysis which finds the wid- 

est application, and which is most popular in this coun- 

try, Is that known by the somewhat inadequate title of 

the "Precise" method. This is an analytical method, 

which has been developed to cover a wide range of loading 

conditions, and which is applicable to beam-colunins which 

are continuous over three or more supports. (Ref.2,5.) 

For the elementary types of loading, the analysis is 

quite simple, and the location and magnitude of the maxi- 

]mim shear and. moment in the span are readily determined. 

For more complex loadings, the determination of the shear 

and moment at any point becomes somewhat involved, and 

the solution for the location and amount of the maxinmm 

shear and moment becomes tedious and, in many cases, im- 

possible of direct determination. Also, the method is 

The term Theath-coliimn f8 sugestd for such member, 
and is so used throughout this paper. 
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applicable, practically at least, only to members of 

uniform moment of inertia between support8. 

The relative merits of analytical and gxaphica1 

solutions are somewhat a matter of personal opinion, but 

there Is without doubt a great advantage in a method 

which is susceptible to both processes. Some attempt has 

been made to present the solution of the Precise equations 

in graphic form (Ref.7). This method, while enjoying the 

usual advantages of a graphical solution, is tedious in 

application even for the simplest type of loading. It in- 

volves the construction of a basic diagram, and the pro- 

jection therefrom of a series of points for the four 

curves which are necessary for the determination of the 

shear and moment throughout the span. Muller-Breslau has 

also presented a graphical solution for maximum moment by 

graphical means. (Ref.4.) 

Some years ago, a method was evolved in Germany 

(Ref.6) for graphically determining the bending moment 

throughout the span of a beam-column, when the lateral 

loading was uniformly distributed, and when the end mo- 

ments were known. More recently, what would appear to be 

an extension of this procedure bas been presented in 

England (Ref.l,3,8), solutions being given for a wide var- 

iety of lateral loading conditions, and for the case in- 

volving changes of moment of inertia within the span. 
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The method is further extended to include the determina- 

tion of the moments over the supports of a beam-column, 

which is continuous over three or more supports. This 

solution involves the use of the tPBerryt functions - the 

latter being employed in igland in an analytical method 

which closely parallels the Precise solution referred to 

above. 

The Berry functions are not readily available to 

engineers in this country. Moreover, the use of the 

"loading moment" term w/u2, although not differing essen- 

tially from the corresponding term in the Precise anal- 

ysis (wj2), leads to some confusion trd consequent prej- 

udice on the part of those accustomed to the latter con- 

vention. The use of the center of the span as the origin 

is likewise objectionable to most engineers. 

It is the object of this paper to present the 

Polar method of beam-column analysis in such forni that it 

may readily be understood and applied by the designer, 

particularly one already familiar with the Precise anal- 

ysis. Analyticsl solutions are given for a variety of 

loading conditions, and are so presented as to facilitate, 

when possible, a step-by-step check of analytical against 

graphical solutions. Single span beam-columns with known 

end-moments will first be considered, following which the 

method for the determination of the bending moments over 
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the inner supports of continuous multi-span members will 
be derived and applied. 
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2. SDIGLE SPAN BEAM-COLtThINS - GRAPHICAL SOLUTTION 

2.1 The Polar Ioment and Shear Equations 

For simplicity in first presenting the analysis, 

it is convenient to assume a member carrying a lateral 

load which is uniformly distributed. Fig.).a shows such a 

member, the load being positive, and equal to w pounds per 

inch of span. The axial compressive load, P, is applied 

smnetrically with respect to the initial position of the 

neutral axis, and positive end moments, ML and MR, are ap- 

plied at L and R respectively. The beam-column is shown 

in its deflected position. Fig.lb represents the relative 

positions of' the member before and after application of 

the loads and end moments, a resultant deflection of y 

inches being indicated at a point x inches from L. 

In Ref.2 and 5, it is shown that the resultant 

bending moment at such a point is given by the equation: 

A sn -t- B co5 (JJj 
2 

where: 

This is the basic equation of the Precise analysis. Put- 

ting VA2+2 and the corresponding angle et,-'A. 

we have: 

MCcos(-E)±Uj2 ........(i) 

Let Mx- wj2 = 

..N1- Ccoi( ) 

which will be recognized as the equation of a circle, in 
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polar coordinates, passing through the pole, and with a 

d.ismeter of length C making an angle with the base line 

equal to E radians. This circle may be termed the "dif- 

ference_momenttt circle. 

If the bending moment is known at any two points 

in the span, the center of the difference-moment circle 

is thus determined, and an arc can be drawn representing 

values of m throughout the span. An arc of a circle of 

radius (-wj2), with center at the pole, can be superim- 

posed, and the distance between the two arcs, measured on 

a ray through the pole, will give the value of the bend- 

ing moment at the point in the span corresponding to the 

position of the ray. 

If the shear at x due to lateral load and end mo- 

ments only (the "apparent" shear) is denoted by S, we 

have for the resultant or true shear at X: 

S-PL ........(4) 

where is the resultant slope of the neutral axis of the 

member after the application of the axial load P. 

Differentiating Eqn.(l) with respect to x, we 

have: 

= 

Thus 5x = .......(5) 



2 2 The PO lar D i aem - Uniformly Distributed Load 
The construction of such a bending moment diagram 

is shown in Fig.2. LR is a beam-column of length in- 

ches, supporting a uniform lateral load of w pounds per 

inch, axial load P pounds, and end restraining moments 

ML and MR. The sign conventions iployed aro given in 

Table I below, and the terminology is graphically illus- 

trated in Fig.. 

Obviously any point might be assumed as an origin, 

but in order to conform to well-established practice end 

to simplify the graphical construction, the left-hand end 

of the mnber will be so designated. The end ray LOL' 

(or Lray") is drawn in a horizontal position, represent- 

ing the origin or base line for the polar diagram. 

Through the pole O, the end ray RORT (or R_raytt) is 

drawn, making an angle radians with the base line, 

where 
j = ¡- . 

The sector LOR is conveniently refer- 

red to as the negative marnent sector, and the sector 

L'OR' as the positive moment sector*, the sign convention 

for moments being given in Table I. 

* It should be carefully noted that this convention is 

opposite to that which has been used in previous studies 

of this method of analysis. The convention here recom- 

mended results, in practically all applications to air- 

plane wing besms, in a moment diagram which is more con- 

veniently orientated with respect to the loading diagram, 
and has been found preferable in practice. 
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TABLE I. 

Sign Conventions for Polar Diagram 

Item Is POSITIVE when 

Lateral Load Upward acting 

Axial Load Compressive 

Bending Moment Causes compression in 

___________________________ 
upper fibers 

Length Measured from left end of 
span to right 

Angle, in polar diagram Measured clockwise from 
base line 

Measured in direction fron 
negative to positive mo- 

Moment, in polar diagram merit sector, regardless 
of actual location in 
sector. 

Apex lies to right, when 

True shear, in polar looking along ray in 

diagram positive direction (i.e. 
toward positive sector) 

With center at O, an arc of radius .-wj2 Is drawn 

to suitable scale, cutting OL and OR in and re- 

spectively. Note that wj2 has the dimensions of a mo- 

ment, and, when w is positive, -wj2 will be laid off from 

O In a direction toward the negative sector. The arc 

may be termed the "loading arc." From is measur- 

ed, to the same scale as wj2, a distance qn equal to ML, 

and from a distance qn equal to MR, along the L-ray 
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and R-ray respectively. Both moments being positive, they 

are 1ai off in a direction toward the positive moment 

sector, measuring from the loading arc. °IL is thus equal 

to mL ML- wj2, and 0R is equal to mR 1R wj2. We 

therefore have located three points L' R 
and O, on the 

difference-moment circle represented by the equation 

m,Ccos(?_.) . 
To construct the cIrcle, normals to 

OL and OR are erected at L ad R respectively, subse- 

quently referred to as the L-normal and R-normal. The 

intersection of the normals at p gives the "apex" of the 

difference-moment circle, Op being the diameter of length 

C, and E the angle which Op makes with the base line OL. 

Bisecting Op, the circle oLR may nOw be drawn. 
On any radial line (or "ray") through O, the in- 

tercept between the loading arc and an arc of the circle 

just constructed will be a measure on the selected scale 

of moments, of the resultant moment at a point in the mem- 

ber corresponding to the location of the ray in the polar 

diagram. This will be obvious from consideration of 

Eqn.(2). The sign will be determined accca'ding to 

Table I, the moment always being measured in a direction 

from the loading arc. The areas in which the resultant 

moments are positive or negative are indicated in the 

polar diagram by the direction of the cross-hatching, 

positive moment areas being cross-hatched with lines of 
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positive slope, and negative moment areas with lines of 

negative slope. Thus, for a point + x inches from the 

left end of the span, Ox is laid. off at ari angle 

radians, In a clockwise direction, from OL. The true 

bending moment is now represented by the "moment Inter- 

ff', and since it is measured from the loading arc 

toward the negative moment sector, it has a negative 

value. 

From Eqn.(5) we have: 5r(E) 

The right hand siôe of this equation Is represent- 

ed In the polar diagram by the distance f'p. Thus the 

true shear at any section may be determined from the dia- 

grsm in the following manner: Scale the distance from 

the point on the difference-moment circle representing 

the section under investigation to the apex p. Multiply 

this distance, times the scale of bending moments, by 

applying the correct sign to C and the sine function. 

The following rule for the sign of the shear is thus es- 

tablished: When looking along a ray in a NEGATIVE direc- 

tion, the shear is NEGATIVE if the apex lies to the RIGHT 

of the ray. 

It is thus seen that both resultant bending moment 

and true shear are readily found from a single polar dia- 

grain, no additional construction being required to deter- 

mine the shear. A continuous bending moment diagram is 
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accurately constructed without the necessity for plotting 

a series of points. The locations and values of maximtDn 

and minimum moments and shears are immediately apparent. 

It should be noted that if the point of maximum moment 

occurs BETWEEN the supports, it will be represented by the 

moment intercept on the diametral ray Op. 

Fig.2 represents a beam-colum.n with two positive 

end-moments, both numerically small compared to wj2. 

Fig.4 is inserted to illustrate the effect, on the general 

form of the diagram, of variations in the relative values 

of ML, MR and wj2. The values of resultant moment and 

shear at a fixed point are given for each case. 

2.3 Polar Diaam - Discontinuous Changes 
in Distributed 7Load 

The construction outlined above is readily extended 

to the solution of a beam-colunin in which there are one 

or more abrupt changes in the Intensity of the distributed 

lateral load. A case which may arise occasionally in air- 

plane wing beam design involves three values of uniformly 

distributed load in a single span - such as may result 

from the Installation of flaps, slots, fuel tanks, etc. 

Consider such a beam-column as shown in Fig.5a, in 

which there are abrupt changes in the intensity of the 

distributed lateral load at VL and VR, distances vL and VR 

respectively from the left support. There Is, for each 
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section or ttsub_spanh of the member over which the load- 

ing is uniform, an equation of the form of Eqn.(3), the 

values of the constants Cand Ebeing different in each of 

the sub-spans. Since the member is continuous at VL and 

VR, the following conditions must obtain at each of these 

points: 

At an infinitesimally small distance on either 

side of the section: 

(i) The true bending moments are identical 
(2) The apparent shears are identical 
(3) The slopes are identical 

From (2) and (3), it follows that the true shears are 

identical on either side of the section. 

Following the procedure previously outlined, the 

end rays LOL' , ROH' are constructed, the included angle 

À being equal to 57.34deg. (Fig.5b). The VL and VR 

rays are drawn, making angles eL and eR with the L-ray, 

VL V 
equal to 57.f deg. and 57.3fdeg. respectively. Load- 

ing arcs of radius -wLj2, WC2 and WRj2 are thawn for 

the left, center, and right sub-spans respectively. d 

moments ML and MR are laid off from the loading arcs as 

in the previous construction, giving L 
and R The 

L-normal at L intersects the VL-ray 
j f], and the R- 

normal at R intersects 
the VR-ray in R' 

Obviously the 

L-normal and R-normal are bei for the apices L and 

of the left and right sub-span difference-moment circles, 
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for the given values of ML and MR. From the conditions 

imposed at VL, it follows that: 

(1) The apices L snd must lie upon a line 

parallel to the VL-ray. 

(2) The apices are displaced along this line a 

distance (wL-wC) j2 from each other. 

Similarly, from the conditions at VR, it follows that the 

apices R d PC are displaced from each other a distance 

(wR-wc) j2 along a line parallel to the VR-ray. The fol- 

lowing construction is thus evolved: 

From L 
measure off fg equal to (wL-wc)j2 along 

the VL-ray (negative in the case illustrated.) Similarly, 

from R measure off fg equal to (wR-wc)j2 along the 

VR_ray (also negative as shown.) Note that the lengths 

fg and fg may be scaled directly at and qq 

respectively. Through g a line parallel to the L- 

normal and through draw a line parallel to the R- 

normal. The intersection of these two lines at p gives 

the apex for the difference-moment circle for the center 

sub-span. Through p draw lines parallel to the VL-ray 

and the VR-ray. The intersection of the former with the 

L-normal gives PL the apex of the difference-moment 

circle for the left sub-span, and the intersection of the 

latter with the R-normal gives R' the apex of 
the dif- 

ference-moment circle for the right sub-span. Necessary 
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arcs flLtL, and. flRtR of the difference-moment circles 

are then drawn, completing the diagram as illustrated. 

From the construction, it is apparent that: 

At VL: qt = qt Mv 

- and tL - = 3VL 

j j 

At VR: qt qt MVR 

and tRPR tPc 
___j R 

Thus the conditions imposed at VL and VR are satisfied. 

Moments and shears at any point may be measured off as in 

the previous case, care being ta1en to lay off the shear 

to the correct apex. Note that in the case illustrated, 
the maximum moment is given by the moment intercept on 

the diametral ray Ope. 

2.4 Polar Diagram - Sinfle Concentrated Load. 

In Fig.F5a is shown a beam-column carrying a single 

concentrated lateral load W at a distance y from the left 

support L. For the sub-span on either side of W, there 

is an equation of the form ol' Eqn.(3), the values of the 

constants C and E. being different for the two sub-spans. 

Since there is no distributed load, and we may 

write: 

M,= Cco5(--E) 
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As we pass from the left to the right of the point of ap- 

plication of the concentrated load, the following condi- 

tions obtain: 

(1) There is no abrupt change in the true bend- 
ing moment. 

(2) The apparent shear changes by an amount W. 
(3) There is no abrupt change in the slope of 

the beam. 

From (2) and (3) it follows that the true shear 

changes by an amount W, as we pass from the left to the 

right of the point of application of the concentrated 

load. 

Eid rays LOLt, and ROH' are drawn, Fig.6b, the 

included angle being equal to 57.3(-)° . The V-ray VOV' 

is drawn, making an angle e=57.3()° with QL. 0L equal to 

ML, and 0R equal to MR, are laid off to suitable scale, 

on the L-ray and H-ray respectively, observing the sign 

convention previously specified for moments. The L- 

normal and R-normal are drawn through L and R respect- 

ively. 

Through a random point on the L-normal, designated 

k, a line normal to the V-ray is drawn. kh is laid off 

equal to Wj, the direction being determined by the fol- 

loviing rule: If W is positive, Wj is laid off to the 

right, when looking along the V-ray in a positive direc- 

tion. Note that in the case illustrated, W is a down- 

ward acting or negative load, and that Wj is therefore 
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laid off to the right when looking along the V-ray in a 

negative direction. Through h a line parallel to the L- 

normal is drawn, intersecting the R-normal in R Through 

a line normal to the V-ray is drawn, intersecting the 

L-rortnal in L' L and are the apices of the differ- 

ence-moment circles for the left and right sub-spans 

respectively. The difference-moment arcs may then be 

drawn as shown. 

From Eqn.(6) and the diagram, it is evident that 

the true bending moment at V is represented by Or, thus 

satisfying condition (1) above. The true shear to the 

left of V is given by PLr, and to the right of V by 

-PRr. The change in true shear at V is thus PLrRI, 
j j 

which, from the construction, is seen to equal W, thus 

satisfying conditions (2) and (3) above. 

2.5 Polar Diam-o or More Concentrated Loads 
Fig.7a. illustrates a beam-column carrying two con- 

centrated lateral loads, WL and WR, located distances VL 

and VR respectively from L. The construction of the polar 

diagram is similar to that of the previous case. 

The end rays and V-rays are constructed in the 

usual manner, and the end moments are laid off to a. suit- 

able scale, giving L 
and R Through a random point on 

the L-normal, designated k, a line normal to the VL-ray 

is drawn. kh is laid off equal to WLj, the direction be- 
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ing determined from the rule given in the previous case. 

Through h is drawn a line normal to the VR_ray, and bÌÌ' 

is laid off equal to WRj, again deternining the direction 
from the above rule. Through h' a line is drawn parallel 
to the L-normal, intersecting the R-normai in R Through 

and h, lines parallel to öh' and htpR respectively are 

drawn, their intersections giving p. Through PC is drawn 

a line parallel to kh, intersecting the L-normal in 

R' PC and 
L 

are the apices for the difference-moment 

circles for the right, center and the left sub-spans 

respectively. 
The construction may be extended to cover any num- 

ber of concentrated loads, the apices for the several 

sub-spans being relatively displaced according to the 

above rules. 
2.6 Polar Diaßram - Continuous Variation 

in DIs1ibuted Load. 

In the cases previously considered, it has been 

possible to divide the member into a number of sub-spans, 

in each of which a constant value of j, , C and w ex- 

isted, thus permitting the construction of a difference- 

moment circle, and loading arc, for each sub-span. 

Should the lateral loading vary continuously along the 

span, an approximate diagram may be drawn by dividing the 

member into a suitable number of sub-spans over each of 
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which the lateral loading is considered constant and 

equal to the mean intensity over tbat section. The ac- 

curacy of this procedure will of course increase with the 

number of sub-spans employed. If the loading is irreg- 

ular, and not readily expressible by a mathematical equa- 

tion, this is the most satisfactory method of solution. 

In the derivation of the general equation for the 

polar diagram (Eqn.i) it was assumed that w was a con- 

stant. If now the more general case be considered, where 

w is a function of x, the solution of the differential 

equation becomes: = Ccos(- - E) + uj2 

where 
(,+ Dy)'L4) 

and the shear equation becomes: 

ç=s,c 
si1()+vjZ .......(7) 

where 

If the loading is of such form that u and y vary contin- 

uously, the construction of the difference moment circle 

Is IdentIcal with that for the case of uniformly dis- 

tributed load: 
Ccos() 

The loading arc, however, is no longer a circular arc, 

since: 

M mx+Uj2 
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Obtaining u by differentiation of w, the curve 

representing uj2 may be drawn on the polar diagram, and 

the true bending moment so determined. 

From Eqn.(7) above, it will be noted that the shear 

vectOr_5in(f-)in this case does not give the value of Sj 

directly, since: 5-vj _j-ssn(f -e) . Values of vj2 

du 2 must therefore be calculated or determined graph- 

ically, and added to j- 5in---E.) to obtain the true 

shear. 

2.7 Polar Diagrsm - Linear Variation 
of Distributes Load 

The case of a linear variation of w with X, illus- 

trated in Pig.8a, is of frequent occurrence in airplane 

wing beam design, and it is therefore of interest to 

present the solution of this case by the polar diagram. 

Upon the left and right end-rays are laid off to 

suitable scale, wLj2 and ÌIL, and WRj2 and kiR, WL and WR 

being the intensities of the lateral loadings at the 

left and right support points. The difference-moment 

circle is drawn as usual when the apex p is determined. 

2 
From is laid off, along OR, qqJ equal to (wRwL)j 

RO is divided into any number of equal parts n. k 

is divided into the same number of equal segments, as 

l,2,3..........n. With center at the pole O, arcs of 

radius O-1, O-2...........O-n are swung, cutting rays 
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A con- 

tinuous curve through gives the load- 

ing arc for this case. 

Bending moments at any point are measured off in 

the usual manner from the intercept, on the corresponding 

ray, between the loading arc and difference-moment circle. 

To obtain the true shear at any point, there must be add- 

ed to the value of the shear vector obtained in the usual 

manner, the quantity vj2, which for this loading equals 

('v-wj 

Thus: 5 --5n(-E,)-f (Wç?WL1Z 
J J £ 

2.8 Polar Diagram - Discontinuous Chang 
in oxiient of Inertia 

Fig.9a shows a beern-coluxnn in which there is an 

abrupt change in moment of inertia within the span. It 

follows that there will be a different value of j for 

each sub-span, and thus different loading arcs and dif- 

ference-moment circles. For the left sub-span we have: 

M-cuj CLCO5(4_) 

and for the right sub-span: 

rn M Wj CR C05 £R) 

At a point tmmediately to the left of V, we have: 

mYL- M Wj 

and, immediately to the right of V: 

rn 
- 
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from which: 

mVR = mvL+JL-j) 

Thus the intersections of the difference-moment circles 

on the V-ray 0V are displaced along the ray a distance 

equal to w(j-j), from which it follows that the apices 

of the two circles are displaced a like distance from 

each other, in a direction parallel to the V-ray. 

Similarly, considering the shear equations, we 

may write: 

and thus: 
JL 

L) - 
JF? JR 

X 
CL 5Jrì(j L) 

CR5'fl(' R) J? JR 

from which it follows that the apices are displaced NORMAL 

to the V-ray so that: 

Normal distance of L frcmi V-ray - 
i'Tr'iiiil ditance of f rm V-raj 

From the above relationships, the polar diagram 

is constructed as follows (Fig. 9b): 

Through pole O on the base line LOL', draw the 

V-ray VOy' making an angle and end-ray ROH' making 

an angle with the base line. Lay off -wj and 

ML, -wj and MR, on the left and right end-rays respect- 

ively, and draw in the L-normal and R-normal and the load- 

ing arcs. Through kL, a random point on the L-normal, 

draw a line normal to the V-ray giving kLkv. Lay off 
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kRV such that 
k1 j 

(This is conveniently done by 

selecting kL SO that kLkV is unit distance to some con- 

venient scale, whence to the saine scale, kRkv = 

Denoting the intersection of the L-normal with the V-ray 

by TL, lay off TLTR along the V-ray equal to (wj-wj), 

care being taken to measure from TL a direction in ac- 

cordance with the sign of this quantity. Connect TL and 

kR by a straight line, and tbrough TR draw parallel to 

TLkR a line intersecting the R-normal in R Through 

draw a line parallel to the V-ray, intersecting TLkR in 

h. Through h draw a line normal to the V-ray, intersect- 

ing the L-normal in 
L L and are the apices of the 

difference-moment circles for the two sub-spans which 

may now be drawn. The moments may be scaled off in the 

usual manner. In determining the shear at any section, 

care must be taken that the value of j used is that cor- 

responding to the sub-span In which the section lies. 

As may be seen from Fig.9b, the relative displace- 

monts of the apices In a direction normal to the V-ray 

are equivalent to relative rotations of the locus lines. 

Thus the L-normal (a locus for is rotated about TL, 

a point on the V-ray, to give TLkR , to which a locus for 

R is parallel. The rotation of the locus line is such 

that: 
tmØ JR 

tQr\(JL.-e) 
IL 
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Thus if I decreases from left to right, the rotation of 

the locus line is counter-clockwise about TL. 

The construction is readily extended to cases in 

which more than one change in moment of inertia occurs 

between supports, the rotation of the locus line and dis- 

p1acnent of the apex parallel to the corresponding V-ray 

being repeated for each sub-span, according to the change 

in j. 
2.9 SIThThLARY - GRAPHICAL SOLUTION FOR 

SflGI SPAN BEAM-C OLUMNS 

The constructions described in foregoing para- 

graphs may be combined, In a single polar diagram, to 

obtain a solution for true bending moments and sheaxis in 

a single span beam-column which carries a combination of 

concentrated and distributed loads. Examples of such 

diagrams will be found in Part 4 of this paper, Fig. 13. 

Likewise, the effects of discontinuous changes In mo- 

inents of inertia may be combined with those cf load vari- 

ation, in a single diagram. 

For reference purposes, the rules for apical ad- 

justments and displacnents are summarized below, asstun- 

ing construction to progress from left to riglit. The 

construction for change in moment of inertia should al- 

ways precede that for change in loading. 
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TABLE II. 

POLAR DIAGRAN - RUL FOR APICAL ADJUSTMENTS 
MD DÌ S?fAb - 

Change pical Adjustment or Displacement 

Moment of inertia Locus line rotatIon CLOCKWISE 
changed from 'L to (see Par.2.8 for constructions, 

'R' 
With 'L<'R' and displacement parallel to 

dividing ray equal to w(j-j) 
in NEGATIVE direction. 

Distributed load chang' Displacement PARALLEL to dividing 
ed from wT to w1, with ray, equal to (wLwR)j2, 
WL(WR (both positive). NEGATIVE direction. 

A concentrated load W Displacent NORMAL to dividing 
(positive), ray, toward RIGHT when looking 

along ray in positive direction, 
equal to Wj. 
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3. SINGLE SPAN BEA1I-COLIThS - ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS 

Solutions for the polar equations are readily ob- 

tamed analytically, for the simpler types of loading, 

from considerations of the conditions at the ends, and 

at points of load change, of the member. Analytical sol- 

utions may likewise be obtained for cases involving 

changes of moment of inertia within the span. On pages 

36 to 39, analytical solutions are given for a number 

of typical cases. For t1ese cases there is, for each 

sub-span, a moment equation of the form: 

TT M-wj2 Cco5(f-) 

and likewise a shear equation: 

s = jsin(f-E) 

Foriitulae* for determining the constants C and 

for each sub-span are given, from which the bending mo- 

ment and true shear at any point in the span may be cal- 

culated by substituting in the above expressions. 

Formulae for determining the maximum bending nioment and 

maximum shear, in each sub-cpan, are also given. The 

following modifications should be carefully observed, 

however, in determining the maximum moments and maximum 

shears. 

The derivations of such formulae for a typical case 
will be found in Appendix 1. 
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MAXIMUM MOMFT: 

(1) If E does not fall within the polar 
limits of the sub-span, the maximum moment ex- 
ists at one or other of the boundary rays of the 
sub-span. 

(2) If E falls within the polar limits of 
the sub-span, the maximum (or minimum) moment 
wIll occur at a point in the span designated by C. 

() ALWAYS DFTMINE THE BDING MOMfl'TS 
AT THE BOUNDARY RAYS OF THE SUB-SPAN, by substi- 
tution in the above moment equation. This will 
be necessary if condition (i) exists, and In case 
of condition (2), it will indicate if the cal- 

culated moment was a maximum or minimum. 

MAXIMUM SHEAR: 

When the value of C for 
such that (E-6)> 5'2 , where 
end of the sub-span from the o 

mum shear will occur where 4: 
= vj , or, when load 

continuous 5,= C7 

any sub-span is 
e locates either 
igin, the maxi- 

, when 
changes are dis- 

When the number of sub-spans exceeds three, the 

analytical solutions become quite involved, and graph- 

leal solutions are found more practicable. Likewise, 

when there are more than two values of moment of Inertia 

within a single span, the analytical solution becomes 

unduly complex. Case IX is inserted to illustrate how 

an analytical solution may be obtained for a combination 

of cases III and V. In like manner Cases II and IV may 

be combined. A single solution likewise may be obtained 

for a combination of cases II, IV, and VIII, although a 

graphical solution will be found much less tedious for 
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such a loading, 

4. CONTINUOUS BEAM-COLUMNS 

4.1 Uniform Moment of Inertia - 

Discontinuòiis Lod VaritTii 

The solutions presented thus far have been re- 

strIcted to single span beam-columns, the end moments on 

which were known. Before the moments within the individ- 

ual spans of a continuous beam-column - I.e. one extend- 

ing over three or more supports - can be found, the mo- 

nient s over the inter-supports must be determined. 

FIg.lOa represents a single span of a beam-column 

which is continuous over supports L and R. The end mo- 

ments ML and MR are unknown. The axial load and moment 

of inertia are constant throughout the span. The lateral 

loads consist of a number of concentrated loads, and a 

distributed load with a number of discontinuous varia- 

tions. From the moment, shear and slope relationships 

already determined, the slopes at each end of the beam- 

column may be expressed in terms of the unknown end mo- 

ment s and certain functions of the lateral loads and 

other known factors. In a similar manner, these slopes 

may be expressed in terms of the loads and moments on 

the contiguous spans. The procedure may be extended to 

any number of spans, until two known support moments 
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(or one known and two equal but unknown moments) are in- 

cluded, thus permitting the solution for the unknown sup- 

port moments. When the latter have been determined, the 

bending moments and shears In each individual span may be 

found either graphically or analytically, as already de- 

scribed. 

The Apical Diagram 

The polar diagram offers a simple means for deter- 

mining the required functions of the lateral loads. Sup- 

pose we wish to set up the equation for the slope at sup- 

port L, Fig.lOa. End rays LOL' and ROB' are drawn in the 

usual manner (Fig.lOb). L' the apex of the difference- 

moment circle for the sub-span Immediately to the right 

of L, Is arbitrarily located at any convenient point. 

Through L LL normal to the L-ray , and extend it 

to an intersection with the R-ray at hL. Likewise, draw 

normal to the R-ray, and extend it to an intersection 

with the L-ray at kL. From the rules for apical displace- 

ments (Table II), the apices for each of the remaining 

sub-spans may be located, RELATIVE TO L' 
giving finally 

the apex for the sub-span immediately to the left of 

R. flRPRhR and qpk are drawn, normal to OR' and QL' 

respectively. The projections of the total apical dis- 

placnents upon the L-ray and R-raj, designated DL arid DR 

respectively on the diagram, are thus determined solely 
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by the known lateral loads. Fig.lOb is referred to as 

an apicaltt diagram. 

The Three-Moment Equation 

Considering the end conditions for the final polar 

diagram for this span, we will have: 

mL ML-wLj2 

rnR MRARj2 0R 

5L 

-flr 

From Fig.lOb: 

LL LbL COfA 

= (okL Ori1) COfA 

(09Lsec- OflL) cotA 

- L] cofA 

A - mL cot A + DcoecA 

(Me- )LJ2) cofA + R CO5CCA ....... (9) 

Similarly: 

- 
= (ML - WL j ) 

cosec A - - WRJ ) cofA Ek casec A ....... ($0) 

The following sign rule must be observed when sub- 

stituting In the above equations for DL and DR: DL and 

DR, when measured from the L-normal and R-normal 
respect- 

ively, follow the sign convention as for bending moments. 

From Eqn.(4): = 5x 5x ................ (II) 
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and, since S is the shear (i.e. that due to 

lateral loads and end moments only) - 
51... MR - M1. ('2) 

£ 

and M - T'IL 
£ 

L' and R' being the reactions due solely to lateral 
loads, the span being assumed pin-supported at each end. 

From (9), (11), and (12): 

pL, = MR-ML (MR- (J)Rj)cO5ec7l _(i'1L-&)LJ)COt,)L+DF?CeG), 
L 

J 

Multiplying the left side by the right side by 

the equivalentj2 

LZ L[M4 -4- G055c)..) + ML (j-cou - W cJ CO.5ECAwLJ co+,) Rcosec))] 

-[6ÀcacX-'I [3i_Àcot1 _______ - J+4[+wR-&eo1.0 PRCO5ec.k] 

Letting: 
Aco5ecA_I l-cot) - ctrid f33 cc-6 

A15o: FL f( cAwLcotA)_..pRCQ5ec) ..... (i4) 

Then: 
6iL = - -2 M (3 + (L1 + i) - )5) 

Siniilarly, from (10), (li), and (1): 

P - R'+ MR- ML + (P4L -Lj2)5 (t1R_w,Ja)Cc1f)k c:1co5ec;: 
R -e J 

Letting: 

FF? WRCOf ftcosc . . 
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Then: 

= ML +ZNR13-(R'+FR)....(I7) 

In (15) and (17), lt should be noted that: 

(1) 
" and fl3ft are identical with the 

similar functions of the Precise Three-Moment Equation, 
arid the functions may be readily evaluated from avail- 
able tables of these functions. Ref.2,5). 

(2) FT and FR are determined with the 
aid of the apical dThgrams, from the known lateral loads 
only. 

Application of the Eqns.(15) and (17) to the corn- 

mon support of two contiguous spans, permits the deter- 

mination of the support moments, when the moments at the 

outer supports are known; or, the process may be repeated 

for any number of continuous spans, between the known 

support moments. For example, suppose we wish to deter- 

mine the moment over the inner support C of the two-span 

beam-column shown in Flg.1l, in which there are any num- 

ber of discontinuous changes in distributed load, and any 

number of concentrated loads, between supports. Ex- 

pressing the identical slopes at coincident points R1 and 

L2 In terms of spans i and 2 respectively, we have: 

LR= (R1 + F)} LL ÏMR2 2P1L2 (1 6(14- 

... , 11L 2'1c(j (3+j?3 )Q E4 (RFR1)+ (C(ILaFLz(t8) 
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where, from (14) and (16): 

FLa WLCOt,)2)2 ECO5ec (19) 

(WLcosec)\I -ccot,,)-! DLCo5ec) .......... (W) 

DL DR are obtained from the apical diagrams, for any 
i 2 

combination of concentrated and discontinuously variable 

distributed lateral load. The and (3 functions may be 

found from the tables of the Precise method. Eqn.(18) 

may then be solved for the moment at the inner support. 

The final polar bending moment diagrams may then be drawn 

for each separate span; it is sometimes convenient to 

utilize the apical diagrams for this purpose, the apices 

being projected to their correct positions conforming to 

the established value of the support moment determined 

as above. 

Eqn.(18) is the three-moment equation, including 

the effect of axial load, for a mnber of uniform moment 

of inertia between supports, the changes in lateral load- 

ing being discontinuous. The terms on the right-hand 

side are the "load terms," which are functions of the 

latera]. loading only. 

Fig.12a shows an illustrative beam-column, con- 

tinuous over three supports, carrying a combination of 

concentrated loads and distributed loads with discontin- 

uous variations. Figs.12b and 12c are the apical dia- 
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grams for the two spans; Figs.13a and L3b are the result- 

ant bending moment diagrams. 

4.2 The Three-Moment Equation - 
Cotinuous Load Variation 

On page 25, it was shown that, for the more gen- 

eral case of a continuously varying lateral load, the 

polar equations for moment arid shear become: 

M= Ccos(-f--6)+ ui: 
--ssr(----- 

Eqn.(18) may be extended to cover this more general case, 

only the loading terms being changed. Thus: 

'M cM(r3(3 Mg«a '4- c)+ (L+GL2).... (21) 
12 I II 

where 

and 

GL X(R05 L2c0 OCOSØCA 
La.. 

&R = 4' (U11c05CC?1U c0tA,)-i LIc0se I()VR .. 

As suggested under the analysis for single spans, 

it may be desirable to divide each span into a number of 

sub-spans over each of which the loading is assumed un- 

iform. The y terms are thus eliminated, and u is replaced 

by w, so that Eqns.(21, (22) and (23) become identical 

with Eqns.(18), (19), and (20) respectively. 
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4. Change of Moment of Inertia Between Suppprts 

When there is a cbane of moment of Inertia be- 

tween supports of a continuous beam, the apical diagram 

may still be utilized in the solution of the slope equa- 

tion. Fig.14a is such a diagram for a typical span, in 

which discontinuous chznges in moment of inertia occur, 

together with concentrated loads and changes in uniformly 

distributed load, at points corresponding to ê1, ê2, 3. 

A normal to the L-ray at L represents the 
locus of the 

apex far the left sub-span, for some value of mL, where 

equals mL. The normal intersects the V1-ray at 

The adjustment and displacenEnts of the apex, for the 

load and inertia changes at V1 are now made: 

(a) The L-normal is rotsted about f, according 

to the change in moment of inertia at this 

point, as described in Par.2.8, giving f1g1. 

(b) From g1 is laid off, on the L-ray, g1d1, being 

the projection on this ray of the apical dis- 

placnents at V1 for changes in distributed 

load, and/or for concentrated loads, at this 

latter point. 

Through d1 is drawn. a line parallel to f1g1 intersecting 

the V2-ray in f2. The apical adjustment end displacements 

at V2 are laid off as above, giving the projection g2d2 

on the L-ray. Through d2 is drawn a line parallel to 
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f2g2, intersecting the V3-ra,r in f. The adjustment and 

d±splacements at V3 give the projection g3d3 on the L-ray. 

Tbrough d3 is drawn a line parallel to f3g3, intersecting 

the R-ray in kR. The apex for the right sub-span will 

thus lie on d3kR, at the intersection with the normal 

at where °R equals m. Letting g1d1, g2d.2, g3d3 

equal D1, D2, and D3 respectively, it can be shown 

(Appendix 2) that: 

Od3 RmL* QR 
where: 

K . . "n Q R D .?2 + D + D g °L od1 ada I oci oc zod 3 

and are thus obtainable directly from the apical 

diagram, being independent of the end moments. 'L 
designates the rotation of d3kR with respect to a normal 

to OL, it can be shown (Appendix 2) that: 

RR = orlRco+(AfL) od3co5co5ecp-pL) 

from which: 

= Rc0 - R 'nLC0S(L5ec (L) QRcosfLc05Q_,/.).. - .(24) 

Similar construction is followed in Flg.l4b, be- 

ginning from the R-ray; the rotation of the normal, and 

succeeding bei, being opposite in direction from that 

applied when working from the L-ray. With E1, E2, and 

E3 as shown in the diagram, we have: 



c'h1= LmR + QL 

Oc3oqoq, 
T oh2 

L 
E2.E O + oh3oh 2 

If,o designates the rotation of hlkL from a normal to 

the R-ray: 

"L F' onLco(À-(oR) -ohcosfcosec(À-Og) 

from which: 

53. 

SUL KL rr C05,Og C05 C(\-PR)_ )LC0(1R) + Q LCOSPRCOSeC M -PR). (z5) 

In substituting in these slope equations, the fol- 

lowing sign conventions must be observed: 

(a) D and E take a sign as for moments, when meas- 

ured from the point from which the projection 

of the apical displacement is laid off - i.e. 

from the g and q points respectively. 

(b)L is positive if the rotation is clockwise, 
as shown. 

(e) p is positive if the rotation is counter- 

clockwise, as shown. 

Substituting in Eqn.(ll), we bave: 

PLC L' + MR-ML - L [LrnRcosflgcosec (À-R) mLc0(À7R)f QRco5fRco3ec (-Pg)]..() 
L iL 

and 

PLR R' + 
MR - ML +4- cO5/L'LcO3EC()t_PL)] . 

-Q JR 
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Combining Eqns.(26) and (27) as applied to a cormnon sup- 

port for two contiguous spans produces a rather involved 
but general form of the three-moment equation. It is 
found more convenient, in practice, to substitute sep- 

arately in the two above equations, equating the two 

resultant expressions to determine the unknown moment. 

The latter being determined, the final polar diagrams may 

be constructed for each span. 

Should the variation in moment of inertia be con- 

tiriuous over any portion of a span, the solution may be 

obtained with a fair degree of accuracy by dividing that 
portion into a suitable number of sub-spans, over each of 

which the inertia is assumed to be constant. 

4.4 AnalItical Solution for the 
Api cali sp1acemeTh 

The "D" factors in the loading terms of the three- 

moment equations are readily obtained analytically for 

various combinations of lateral loads. From the geometry 

of the apical diagram, it can be shown (Appendix 3) that: 

DL = (&) 

DR ........ (9) 

where 4) indicates the change in distriìted load at a 

point e radians from the origin, and W a concentrated 

load at any similar point. 
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The flKU and flQtt factors in the load terms of the 

three-moment equation which includes changes in moment 

of inertIa, may likewise be determined analytically. The 

solution is rather laborious, however, and it has been 

found preferable to utilize the apical diagram in this 

case. 

4 5 Analytical Solution for LoadinTes 

When there is no change in moment of' inertia be- 

tweon supports, the load terms of the three-moment equa- 

tion may be reduced to simple form, for a number of 

special or "basic" cases. Moreover, when a more complex 

loading may be represented by a superposition of two or 

moro of these basic loadings, the load terms are readily 

obtained by adding the separate load ternis for each of 

t:e component loadings. In Fig.15 are shown these basic 

loadings, with corresponding load terms for the right- 

hand side of the three-moment equation. The latter are 

obtained by substitution in the generalized load terms 

of Eqns.(18) or (21). It will be seen thab these terms 

are identical with those of' the Precise solution, except 

where À replaces , and 8 reDlaces 
J - J 
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BASIC LOADING TERMS 

THREE MOMENT EQUATION FOR BEAM-COLUMNS 

LEFT SPAN RIGHT SPAN 

NOTE-Load terms may be added 
for combinations of the 
following loads. 
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5. SOME SPECIAL PROBLS 

The Polar method of beam-column analysis is read- 

ily adapted to the solution of a variety of special 

problems which are occasionally encountered in airplane 

design. A number of these cases are given below, and 

the modifications of the procedure necessary for their 
solution are indicated. 

5.1 Point of Application of Axial Load Offset 
Ìrom the íeit±a1 Axis - 

When the axial load is applied in such manner that 

it induces an additional bending moment about the point 

of support, the tbree-moxtent equation is readily modi- 

f ied. by adding to the corresponding moitent term the 

amount of the eccentric moment. 

5.2 Offset in Neutral Axis Due to 
Flange !einforcement 

The polar diagram for this condition is drawn by 

displacing the apices in a direction parallel to the 

V-ray by an amount m = Pe, where e equals the offset 

of the neutral axis. 
5.; Deflection of Sports 

When the supports are deflected relative to one 

another, the three-moment equation may be modified in a 

manner identical with that for the ordinary three-moment 

equation without axial load - only the reactions due to 

lateral loading being affected. It should be noted that 
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such deflectioris ma have a marked effect upon the moment 

distribution in airplane wing beams. 

5.4 Change in Axial Load Between Supports 

When there is a change in axial load between sup- 

ports - as may be introduced by the internal drag truss 

Ing in the wing structure - a solution is obtained by 

considering the points of axial load change as points of 

support, and applying the three-moment equation. Two ad- 

ditlonal unknowns are thus introduced at each such point - 

the moment and the deflection at the point. Two addi- 

tional relationships are however available for each 

point - the three-moment equation, and the equationZF=O, 

whereFv represents the sum of the reactions and exter- 

nal lateral loads at the point in question. 

5.5 Elastic Instability 

When the value of ) for any single span approach- 

es 11 radians, a condition of elastic Instability is being 

reached for that span. If the member is continuous over 

three or more supports it may be stabilized by contiguous 

spans which are loaded within their critical value. In 

many cases the ultimate load will occur well below the 

critical load, but should this not be so, the critical 

load must be carefully determined. (Ref.3,5). It is in 

general advisable to keep the value of ) for each span 

within U radians. 
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ir1vat1on of Forimi1e for Analytioal Solutiona 

UnIformly istrIbuted Loading fÇASE I)i 

F?'on', I4 (5t Fr. i); 

mLCCOS e 
aììd m, =Ccos(A-) 

... C Li?L. = 

coSe' cos(À-E) 
Cos(-e)=mR cos5 

Cos A C08 ¿ 7' 5in A in 
t7Ìf. co 5 
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Co A ' Sir? A i'tir E 

- Cc's A 

fc,r,5=7i. 
sfr, -1 

C-,t1fl'm S/P74 

fIQv/1y q'etcmi,ìec/ é C is 'binc1 by 3ubsti7'ut/9 ¡ri Er.(3). 

C:t.t?L SC A mR. sec.(A-C) 

/7'_ mcly be Q?5irc'b/e i'o o/-e tbr C wiN-iou,' Ñ?5* 

Q'6'f? m ìrìg 6: 

icom Eri. (5): 

¿c Q5 
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A cos'_k # CoS _____ 

Co S A 
=( . ) -1h ' 

) . 
sin Cos -' 

= 
/,/)ê 

C? V (CI V (CI 

2 os ) - 7?L 'R Vc ' - c'(rnf -t?i,) "-mt m, 
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C4 (/-ccs'' A) C2(m' -m, m,q GoS A) 
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-2f7m,_cX5' 
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C cose .) -2f7 m,ç COSA 

O1-UIFORL LATERAL IÁJd$ 

hen there are disoontthuous ohanes in lateral distributed 
loads, or when oonoentratd loads are applied, equations 
giving the inmnents and shears at the ends of the xrenber and 
at the points load chanpe îill perit a solution for C 
and E for each sub-span. The derivati following it that 
for c' :: (see pape 36, wIth one discontinuous change 
in distributed load between support8. The derivations 

for other cases follow a sirriler procedure, and they are 
therefore omitted. 
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- = C2 CO3 6 A. / 

M,ç' - C,ç' cos (A 6R) A 2 
s(6-)t j A.J 

--sfr7('e-á;:) 1 s/(-5?) A.4 J J 
f?tr7? A. / c A. 2 

A.i 

A A.6 

ti te_I t,r, ,; A. J: 

C cos (9 CO5'- l4..)LYê =CdÇ cos(& -, * cos' c) 

L&t_ (c (A.',q)J2 

Cjcos(6-cos'4-) C cos(6Àcos/)H A.7 

5ubs 7'i tC1 ?'/p7' A . 5 ca' A. 6 1r' A .4 

CL 48 
.2 ... 

CL 

RL47'fI>19 5/;?(cO5/72k' /C - 'L 

C2) c 

a 5/ (cos ') C,? C 
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LOAD TT?R'S - cLÌ: F: ':TNT OF IiERTIi BT.VN SUPPORTS 

From fy /4 : o - 

c 

=; (092f 
09(-.cx/, *c) 9jQ 
0c12 oc 

5/'(o!; #)I 
Qc/4OLL DD/L2 

= /727 f D3 
L o JO2 

- (°5 092 09J 
') / Oya 09s 

) 
093 

- t7 a ' ( / 
1 ¡4 

i' 

- - . od3 t? + 

Where: 
o, oc:q 

0t7L OC/ -Z 

o9:, 09a 09j 
QRZD,-.--.L:?, a c7c ccV2 

S/m//q./y ,c,D,77 fl;, 14h: 

oh, AT m,' c1 
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,-ç- 
c'hj 

Oc?2 
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RPRn?ÑA co(À) 
t7-oR)co,(A7L) 

A/so, 0A Qdj 
) ° 

CO5/z (A ') 

. . . 17RPR c? 7' (- ) - oc? CO5L ( 

/7?/? CO (, -/) - # Q,) CO3 

/4b: 

OP? COS/OR C0SC(/7) 

t7 p = n-ì COt(', -/O) - (/'L 
ir #Q) coS7o,. cQ5cc(2(2c) 
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APPENDIX 3 

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR APICAL DISPLACvIENTS 

Referring to Fig. 12, and to the rules for apical 

displacements (Table II), it will be seen that a change 

in distributed lateral load w at a point in the span 

corresponding to the V-ray making an angle e with the 

L-ray results in an apical displacement _,rn=_(zja 

ALONG the V-ray, the projection of which on the L-ray, 

relative to PL is: 

DL = -(iw)j2 cos e 

The projection on the R-ray, relative to R is: 

= (u)jacos(À_ G) 

Likewise, a concentrated load W results in an 

apical displacement S NORMAL to the V-ray, the projec- 

tion of which, on the L-ray relative to L is: 

ADL= (iS)J sin® 

The projection on the R-ray, re].ative to PR 

-(S)jsir-e 

(Note thatAw andAS are always measured when proceeding 

fran the left to the right end of the member). 

For any number of discontinuous load changes, we 

have therefore: 

DL _ (w1)j2cos O- jsii81 6 ..... (AtQr)ja C05 6Vj Sn &r 

ty-j2 (wcosO)-jz(wsc®) 
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DR.( )j2cos (A-8)- vj co5(A- O)-W2js6 ø) 
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